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during world war ii, while all of america was dealing with the effects of the great depression and the looming threat of global fascism, a lot of our heroes were fighting it. as such,
heroes went by the wayside. but pinball heroes were still around, and in 1942, an american soldier named sam lacy invented the "bubble machine." this was a pinball game in
which the ball was controlled by tilting the table, and the mechanisms were hidden inside a dome. players would then spin a tumbler to move the ball around, and eventually

shoot a projectile at the opponents' pinball (or the part of the table above them). the object was to shoot the opponents' ball off the table. these devices were a huge hit, because
they allowed non-pinball players to enjoy the game without having to learn how to play pinball. by the end of the war, they were being manufactured in huge numbers and were
very popular. "they didn't call them 'bubble machines' because of the bubbles," the inventor said, "it's because they were a lot more fun than pinball." if you don't have internet

explorer, your computer is probably too old to run internet explorer. if you do have internet explorer, but your computer is too old, go to the internet explorer website to
download the latest version. if you have a newer computer, you may have internet explorer. if not, you should go to the internet explorer website to download the latest version.

the program is free, and you can download it from the internet explorer website. it is available for windows 95, windows 98, windows me, windows nt, windows 2000, and
windows xp. once you have internet explorer, you can download pro pinball from the internet, and then use the instructions on this page to install it.
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not that pinball would disappear. the game stayed in vogue until the 1960s, when
something called "computer pinball" became popular. the concept was simple: a

hard-wired circuit board would accept your quarters, and the game would
automatically play at whatever setting you liked. and if you won, the game would
pay you back in free quarters. what that meant was that players could play tons of
free pinball games without ever earning a single credit. which is where the situation
we've just been describing came into play. computer pinball sucked. it wasn't long
before pinball games disappeared from arcades. only a few diehards hung on. and

then, one day in the 1970s, someone figured out how to combine pinball with a vcr.
and the rest is history. the video game industry is responsible for everything that's
happened since then. except for the fact that we're not talking about video games
here -- we're talking about pinball. instead of a vcr we're talking about an arcade

cabinet. and instead of a board full of digital lights and buttons, we're talking about a
large, flippy plastic table with dozens of flippers. and instead of a video game, we're

talking about pinball. and instead of a player pulling back a plunger, we're talking
about using the flippers. and instead of being able to play for free, we're talking

about players paying a quarter. and instead of winning free trinkets, we're talking
about winning actual cash. if you think that sounds stupid now, wait 'til you read

about the worst pinball game ever made. and before you start thinking that's
impossible, we mean it. the worst pinball game ever made was actually

manufactured by pinball manufacturers. and it was called goldstrike 2000. and the
story is about to change your life forever. you see, the pinball world is littered with
dozens of bad games -- there's no shortage of them. but pinball is a pretty forgiving
game, and most of these bad pinball games suck, and most of them aren't actually

that bad. goldstrike 2000 is the absolute worst pinball game ever made. and it sucks.
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